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Abstract—The reliability and trustworthiness of machine
learning models depends directly on the data used to train
them. Knowledge about data defects that affect machine learning
models is most often considered implicitly by data analysts, but
usually no centralized data defect management exists. Knowledge
graphs are a powerful tool to capture, structure, evolve, and share
semantics about data defects. In this paper, we present an ontol-
ogy to describe data defects and demonstrate its applicability to
build a large public or enterprise knowledge graph.
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I. INTRODUCTION

If the data used for Machine Learning (ML) applications
has defects, the resulting ML model will perform poorly and
generate unreliable results. Possible effects are cost increase,
incorrect decision making, customer dissatisfaction, and or-
ganizational mistrust within organizations [1]. Examples for
data defects, which have received increased attention in the
ML community, are missing data (by error) and outlying
values [2]. However, knowledge about such defects is almost
always tacit within organizations and concentrated on a few
data professionals that may have an incomplete understanding
of all data defect implications and characteristics. Knowledge
Graphs (KGs) bear the potential to capture, structure, evolve,
and share semantics about data defects, which constitutes the
basis for comprehensive Data Quality (DQ) management for
ML applications. DQ is most often associated with the “fitness
for use” principle [3][4], which highlights the importance of
taking into account the respective context and the consumer
(i.e., user or service) of the data. While there has been a
lot discussion on Data Quality Assessment (DQA) in general
(cf. [1][5][6]), and data defects in particular (cf. [7]–[9]), an
analysis of the literature reveals a segmented representation of
data defect knowledge.

KGs, which are defined to “acquire and integrate informa-
tion into an ontology and apply a reasoner to derive new
knowledge” [10], have already been successfully applied to
organize the semantic information of different domains, like
scientific documents [11][12]. However, so far, there exists no
KG to describe data defects. To address this gap, we present
a KG model in form of an ontology to represent the semantic
information of data defects and show how to apply it to public
or enterprise KGs, i.e., how to populate such a KG. The

main contribution of this paper is an ontology that allows a
practitioner to know which knowledge about data defects is
required and how to organize it. The high expressiveness of
ontologies [13] allows to incorporate the context (cf. fitness-
for-use principle of DQ [3]) of the data defects within the
model, such as the function or database (DB) table where a
defect occurs.

This paper is structured in three parts: Section II provides an
overview on related work. Section III comprises a theoretical
introduction to data defects, the discussion of our ontology,
and its applicability. We conclude in Section IV.

II. RELATED WORK

DQ literature provides huge knowledge about data de-
fects, with certain papers discussing topics like data defect
structures [7][8][14], methods of data defect detection [6],
DQ dimensions [1][6][3] and DQA process characteriza-
tion [1][5][9]. Despite their considerable contribution, no at-
tention has been paid to represent the relationships among data
defect concepts and the situation they appear in (i.e., context).
In ML applications, explicit knowledge about data defects,
like missing or outlying values, would enhance prediction
accuracy. To incorporate knowledge about data defects into
ML models, it is thus necessary, to describe it semantically.

KGs have already been successfully applied to describe
complex domains like science [11][12] or the Italien cultural
heritage within the ArCo project [15]. Following this line,
some works provide a semantic description of the DQ as-
sessment domain, observing the topic from a general [16] or
domain-specific [17] perspective (e.g., linked data). However,
these works focus on the task of assessing or measuring DQ
and do not go into detail to describe specific data defects.
In this paper, we provide a machine-readable semantic rep-
resentation of the data defect domain, which provides on the
one hand a standardized and centralized repository about data
defects and their handling, and on the other hand, allows to
incorporate this knowledge into automated ML workflows.

III. A KNOWLEDGE GRAPH TO DESCRIBE DATA DEFECTS

In this section, we (1) explain the theory behind data defects,
(2) present an ontology on data defects, which constitutes the
structure of a KG, and (3) demonstrate how to apply this
ontology and build a public or enterprise KG.
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Fig. 1. An ontology to represent the data defect domain

A. Theory on Data Defects

In a nutshell, a data defect is a disagreement between what is
provided by a database and what is expected from it according
to some data semantic. Such disagreement results from rule
violations like organizational business rules (e.g., domain rule,
tax rules) or database implicit rules (e.g., databases should
not have duplicates) [9]. The way in which a rule is violated
denotes the structure of a particular data defect [8].

Data defects also share some implicit properties. The first
property refers to inherently complex nature. A data defect
occurs in more than one granularity (e.g., value, tuple, column,
relation), and its core structure may possess slight variations
or particularities. Moreover, in certain data settings, a data
defect DA may cause a defect DB and, progressively, lead to
a chain reaction [5]. This situation can be especially critical
in the case of temporal data.

The next property refers to level of human supervision
required to determine a data defect [5]. While some defects can
be automatically determined through assessment rules (as used
by data profiling tools), other data defects require knowledge
about a particular business context to be refuted or confirmed.
In any case, each data defect demands a particular assessment
analysis procedure.

As the last property, data defects can also cause distinct
impacts on data life cycle operations (e.g., use, maintain
or purge data) and, consequently, operational and analytical
functions they are part of. Certain defects may totally obstruct
one or more functionalities such as credit concession blockage
for certain customer on account of an incorrect income value.

In contrast, other “less severe” data defects do not inhibit
functionalities, but they “use” them to proliferate defective
data all around organizational databases. An example of this
case refers to determine product discounts based on incorrect
customers ranking.

B. The Data Defect Ontology

Figure 1 shows the ontology (diagrammed in UML) that
provides concepts and constructs for specifying, organizing,
evolving, and communicating semantic content about data
defects, according to data defects properties (Section III-A).
Its key concept is Data Defect. It represents a violation of a
Rule that leads to defective data. Conversely, a rule (or set
of rules) may be used to discover a data defect. Moreover, a
data defect belongs to a particular Data Quality Dimension
(e.g., accuracy, consistency, as proposed in [3]) and refers to
some Notion (Dimension) of Time like snapshot, valid time
and transactional time [7].

The connection to the data is provided by the concept of
Granularity, which defines a specific granularity of the data,
where a data defect can occur on (e.g., value, tuple, column,
or relation in a database). This granularity can for example be
specified with a SQL statement that links to the affected data.

The presence of defective data has the potential to restrict
the use of a number of Operational and Analytical Functions
(OperationalAnalyticalFunction). Besides these impacts, the
ontology also models impacts between data defects, i.e., the
fact that certain data defects may trigger other data defects.
The current version does not contain the impact of the user or
service using the data, which is part of our future work.
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Fig. 2. A KG prototype for the data defect domain

A Detection Method can reveal a specific set of data defects,
but with different efficiency and configuration setting (Detec-
tion Particularity). However, each data defect has a particular
human assessment analysis procedure (assessmentProcedure).
Further, a data defect can occur on one ore more granularity
levels, such as values, tuples, columns, or relations. On the
one hand, defects can be assessed through rules (Rule), which
are, e.g., used by data profiling tools. On the other hand, data
defects can be characterized by the rules they violate. This
interrelation is modeled by the two relationships between rules
and data defects.

Our model does not intend to represent semantically ex-
pected data volatility situations (e.g., missing data values that
do not exist in the real world) since they do not represent a
data defect (cf. Section III-A). In addition we want to point out
that the focus of our research is on DQ assessment (detection,
measurement) and automatic data cleansing activities are not
in the scope of this research work. However, it is necessary
to measure and know the quality of the data to understand the
degree and effectiveness of data cleansing and to define goals
for further cleansing activities [18][19]. The incorporation of
data cleansing is planned in future work, but it requires a
deeper investigation of data cleansing methods to expand the
model appropriately.

C. Application with a Knowledge Graph Prototype

To demonstrate the applicability of our data defect ontology,
we built a KG prototype using the Neo4J graph database [20].
Figure 2 shows an exemplary query result that highlights the
consistency and clarity provided by the data defect ontology. In
order to keep Figure 2 readable, the query has been restricted

to a subset of properties and concepts about two notorious data
defects: Duplicate Tuples and Incorrect Values. Further details
about these and other timeless data defects are discussed in [8].

Each node color in Figure 2 corresponds to one concept
expressed in the data defect ontology (cf. Section III-B) and
each edge color corresponds to its source node color and the
label exhibits its role. We used the following color code:

• Red: data defect
• Blue: rule
• Purple: granularity
• Brown: operational-analytical function
• Green: detection method

The nomenclature used for the labels of the nodes for
data defects (red), granularity (purple), and detection method
(green), exhibit name-based attributes that are notorious in
database literature like [2][8]. Further information on the two
data defects Duplicate Tuples and Incorrect Values is provided
in [8]. A Relation refers to a table in a relational database,
InterRelation to a join between two or more tables, and a Value
to one specific value within a table (e.g., a integer, string, or
boolean). While general information on different data defect
detection methods is reviewed by Dasu and Johnson [9], meth-
ods specifically attributed to duplicate detection are summa-
rized by Elmagarmid et al. [21]. A few examples are Distance-
based methods, which are based on a function that calculates
the distance between two objects [21], Bayesian-Network-
based methods, which compute the conditional dependencies
between objects (variables) using probabilistic inference [22],
Active-Learning-based methods that rely on ML methods,
Visualization as important tool for detection data defects (as
highlighted in [23]), and Crowdsourcing.
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Since business rules and operational-analytical functions
(cf. Section III-A) rely on the domain context, their corre-
sponding nodes in Figure 2 (blue and brown respectively) use
fictional labels, e.g., “Assess Rule 1”, or “Function A”. To
maintain the figure readable and demonstrative, we did not
include Notion of Time in the current version.

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This paper introduces an ontology to represent semantic
knowledge about data defects, which extends the W3C DQ
vocabulary [16]. The design of the ontology considers several
data defect properties and its applicability was examined by
means of a KG prototype. Such a knowledge graph enables
organizations to acquire, organize, evolve, and promote a
common understanding of data defects within their domain.
In future works, we intend to (1) investigate how knowledge
regarding the data defects domain can be captured automat-
ically, (2) additionally take into account the impact on DQ
from the user or service utilizing the data, and (3) extend our
ontology to fully support spatial data defects. The latter refers
to the ability to full express data defects semantics with respect
to relationships among distinct spatial attributes (e.g., location,
shape, size, and orientation) that are not properly captured by
Granularity, for instance.
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